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Abstract- One of the key challenging aspects of peer-to-peer 

systems has been efficient search for objects. To achieve this, we 
need to minimize the number of nodes that have to be searched, 
thereby use minimum number of messages during the search 
process. This can be done by selectively sending requests to 
nodes having higher probability of a hit for the queried object. 
In this paper we present an algorithm CBWS, for searching in 
unstructured peer-to-peer network, which is based on the fact 
that most users in peer-to-peer network share various types of 
data(e.g. audio, video, text, archive) in different proportions. 
The information about the number of objects of each file-type 
shared by nodes, is used to selectively forward the query to a 
node having higher hit-ratio for the data objects of requested 
type, based on the history of recently succeeded queries. 
Simulation results prove that our searching algorithm performs 
better than the selective walk searching algorithm.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Peer-to-peer systems are increasingly being used now-a-
days with increasing speed of communication links and high 
computational power of nodes. Decentralized P2P systems 
have gained enormous popularity, particularly gnutella [10], 
freenet [11] etc. compared to Centralized P2P systems, which 
have high probability of single or multiple point of failure. 
On the other hand, purely decentralized system achieves 
higher fault tolerance by dynamically re-configuring the 
network as the nodes join and leave.  

Structured P2P systems such as CAN[12], Pastry[11], and 
Chord[13] guarantee to find existing data and provide 
bounded data lookup efficiency. However, it suffers from 
high overhead due to frequent node joining and leaving.  

Unstructured P2P systems such as gnutella [10] are more 
flexible in that there is no need to maintain special network 
structure, and they can easily support complex queries like 
keyword/full text search. The drawback is that their routing 
efficiency is low because a large number of peer nodes have 
to be visited during the search process.  

The flooding mechanism used by gnutella like systems 
results in increased amount of traffic, as exponential number       
of redundant messages are generated during the search  
 
process with increasing value of TTL.  
  To address the problems of the original flooding, several  
 
alternative schemes have been proposed. These algorithms   
include iterative deepening[3], directed BFS[3], local indices  

 
based search[3], random walk[6], probabilistic search[8], 
popularity-biased random walk[5], adaptive probabilistic 
search[4], and dynamic index allocation scheme[1], selective 
walk searching[7].  

All these techniques try to reduce the number of redundant 
messages generated because of flooding during search, 
thereby making search more efficient. These methods either 
ask each node to maintain the indices of its neighboring 
nodes, or select only those nodes with high probability of 
returning a hit, based on information about the recently 
succeeded queries.  

Selective walk searching[7] uses hints from neighboring 
peers such as number of shared files, most recent succeeded 
queries etc to select the most promising candidate for for-
warding the queries. However it does not consider the type of 
data objects that are shared by each node in the algorithm.  

Most users share files which they themselves are 
interested, some might exclusively share movies, while some 
might share only music. Thus forwarding the query for music 
file type, to a neighbor having higher share of data as done in 
Selective Walk searching, might not give proper results if the 
selected neighbor is sharing no files of type audio, but is 
having higher share of overall data. Similarly each peer in 
selective walk technique gets rating based on the information 
about most recent succeeded queries maintained in its Query 
Table. We can extend this by having Query Counters at each 
node which store the count of most recent succeeded queries 
of each type, thus node having higher value of counter for 
requested file type gets higher chance of getting selected.  

In this paper we propose a search scheme which rates each 
peer based on information about the files it provided recently 
and the number of hits it had of each type. It uses these 
statistics and details about total number of different types of 
files shared by each of the nodes, to select the neighbor while 
forwarding the query.  

Our paper is organized as follows. First our search scheme 
is discussed, later the simulation environment and 
performance metrics are described and finally the results are 
analyzed. 

 
 

II. PREVIOUS WORK  

Several attempts have been made to reduce the number of 
redundant messages produced during the search which uses 
flooding. Broadly they can be classified in to two categories: 
breadth first search and depth first search. Directed BFS [3], 
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Iterative Deepening[3] improve upon Breadth First Search, 
but still have the disadvantage that the number of messages 
will increase exponentially with increasing TTL. Whereas 
DFS based methods such as Adaptive Probabilistic Search 
[8], Random Walks [6], Selective Walk Searching[7] 
algorithms perform better as they produce linearly increasing 
messages with respect to increasing TTL.  

Selective walk searching algorithm emphasizes on peer 
selection criteria, which is based on several hints such as 
number of files shared by each peer, information about most 
recent succeeded queries and specific peer that provided the 
answer. The querying node selects a set of neighbors to 
forward the query to according to the selection criteria based 
on these hints. Each of those intermediate peers then selects 
one peer each to propagate the query until the TTL becomes 
zero.  

Each node maintains the details of the files shared by its 
neighbors; neighbor with higher number of files is considered 
having higher probability of having hit to a query. But this 
does not consider the type of data file that is queried for, 
hence there might be situation where one neighbor might 
have higher number of audio files and another neighbor 
having higher number of video files, than the neighbor to be 
selected should be decided based on the file-type requested. If 
it is request for audio file, than the neighbor having highest 
number of files of type audio should be selected.  

Secondly selective walk searching algorithm uses a Query 
Table at each node to store the most recent succeeded 
queries, so that if similar query comes at a later stage it will 
be forwarded according to the selection criteria. But only if 
similar query exists, than the node will be selected else node 
with higher shared data will be selected. We use counters at 
each peer which indicate the number successful queries of 
each type in the recent past, based on which the neighbor 
having higher count of recent hits for particular type can be 
selected.  

III. PROPOSED SCHEME  

Here is brief description of the proposed searching 
technique, Content Based Selective Walk (CBSW).  

In selective walk search method, type of data file requested 
is not considered, hence no details about the file-type is 
maintained at the Query Tables, and details about the 
different types of data shared by the neighbors. Content 
Based Selective Walk searching scheme considers these 
details to provide better hints and an improved selection 
criteria which makes use of these hints.  

A. Information maintained by nodes                    

                  
Fig. 1. Format of Query Table  

Each node maintains three types of information: most recent 
succeeded queries in Query Table, a counter for each data 
type which stores the count of recent successful queries for 
each type of data and the total number of files shared of each 
file-type. Each of these information units will be exchanged 

with neighbors periodically, so that each node will have these 
details of each of their neighbors too. The Query Table 
maintains the details of most recent successful queries such 
as Query-Id, number of hits, search criteria and the file type. 

B. Selection of neighbor  

Selection of neighbor is done based on hints such as most 
recent successful queries listed in the Query Tables of 
neighbors, counter for successful queries of each type, and 
total number of files of each type shared by the nodes.  

The searching node will select a fraction of the neighbors 
to forward the query to. Suppose the total number of 
neighbors is N then n neighbors will be selected based on 
following criteria:  

1) First all the nodes that have similar object in their Query 
tables will be selected, with node having highest number of 
hits being selected first, until number of selected neighbors 
does not exceed n.  

2) If the number of selected neighbors is still less than n,  
then select the neighbors having higher value of µx( total 
number of shared files of requested file-type) + λ x ( total 
number of hits for requested file-type ), until n peers are 
selected. λ and µ being constants.  

Once the query is passed to the neighboring nodes with a 
fixed value of TTL, each of them will in-turn forward the 
query to exactly one node. While forwarding, it looks up the 
Query Tables of its neighbors maintained by it. If there is an 
entry already existing in neighbors Query Tables, than it 
selects the neighbor having highest number of hits for that 
particular object, else the one having higher value of µ x ( 
total number of shared files of requested file-type) +  λ x ( 
total number of hits for requested file-type). The queries will 
in-turn be forwarded until TTL becomes zero.  

C.  Updating of Query Table  
When the query is formed each Query has a unique Query-

Id, which gets recorded at each of the intermediate nodes. 
When there is a hit at a particular node that node sends 
Query-Hit message in response in the reverse path back to the 
query source, thus each node updates its Query Table on this 
path. This is done by having the unique Query-Id for Query-
Hit same as that in the Query message. Similarly the Hit 
Counter for that particular file-type is incremented at each of 
the nodes.  

IV. SIMULATION  

A. Experimental Setup  
Simulation environment consists of 128 nodes, each 

containing between 1000-4000 files, each node connected to  
1-15 nodes, with an average 6 connections per node. The cost 
of links between neighboring peers is fixed and equal to 1.  
Distance between the farthest nodes is 10 hops. The file sizes 
are between 1 and 5MB for audio, 5 to 700MB for Video, 
10KB to 1MB for text and 5 to 200MB for archives.  

The size of Query Table is taken as 500, which means 500 
most recent succeeding queries are maintained in the Query 
Table.  

A randomly chosen peer will generate search query for a 
file using TTL equal to 10. The total cost of searching a file is 

Query- Id Number Of Hits Search Criteria Type 
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calculated. A total of 8000 such searches are initiated and 
total cost of 8000 searches is computed.  

B. Performance Metrics  
Scalability, efficiency and responsiveness are the main 
properties of good searching algorithm. An efficient search 
algorithm should generate minimum number of messages and 
at the same time should have high hit rate too. Below are 
some of the performance metrics used in evaluation and 
comparison of our algorithms.  
Query Efficiency: Query Efficiency can be defined as ratio of 
query hits to messages per node. Query Efficiency = Query 
Hits/Msgs per Node. Search responsiveness: A second 
criterion for search performance is search responsiveness, 
which reflects how quickly the system responds to user 
requests. Responsiveness is defined as Success 
Rate/Noofhops. Search Efficiency is product of Query 
Efficiency and Search Responsiveness. Average Time for 
first hit: Average Time for first hit is the time taken by 
searching node to get the first response. Number of duplicate 
messages: Number of duplicate messages reflects the number 
of query messages dropped by nodes when same query is 
received more than once.  

V.  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

The performance of Content Based Selective Walk (CBSW) 
is compared with selective walk (SW) search. Simulation was 
performed with a total of 8000 searches, and performance 
recorded as shown below in the graphs. Query Efficiency and 
Search Responsiveness of our search scheme are both better 
compared to the Selective Walk (SW). Search efficiency of 
our algorithm is 0.66 as against 0.41 of Selective Walk 
Searching scheme. 
Our algorithm again results in improved success rate; 
approximately 15%more than the SW scheme. Average time 
taken by queries is also improved using our scheme.  

 

Fig. 2. Search Efficiency  

Average Time for first hit is better in our case. Our algorithm 
performs better in reducing number of duplicate messages, 
which in-turn will help to reduce dropping of messages at 
nodes due to overloading, when a node gets too many 
queries. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Number of successful queries 

 

 

Fig. 4. Number of duplicate messages  

 

 
Fig. 5. Average Time for first hit 

 
 

VI. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents the design and evaluation of an efficient 
search scheme with improved neighbor selection mechanism 
of peers while forwarding queries, by rating each peer based 
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on past history and contents shared by nodes. Content Based 
Selective Walk performs better, at least as good as Selective 
Walk scheme in most of the criteria used for evaluation. It 
has 
higher success rate, better search response and reduced 
number of duplicate messages. Because of its performance 
benefit and simplicity CBSW can be easily incorporated into 
real world P2P networks. 
 

 

Fig. 6. Average Time for successful queries 
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